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Abstract: 
Quantum properties of light have been shown to be critical to enabling applications

such as secure communication, precision measurement, sensing, and computation, with 

potentially greater performance than that of existing technologies. Nonetheless, 

individual photons do not interact and the lack of quantum optical nonlinearity presents 

a major hurdle for several long-standing challenges in these fields. I will present an 

unusual quantum photonic state -- the photonic dimer -- which is a two-photon bound 

state and manifests the most fundamental quantum optical nonlinearity. I will discuss 

situations where the photonic dimers make a meaningful impact: In quantum 

information science, a long-sought deterministic, high-fidelity two-bit photonic 

quantum logic gate; and in quantum biological sensing, a quantum multi-photon 

excitation microscopy that enables deep-tissue optical imaging at centimeter-scales. 

Furthermore, I will explore the systems of an ensemble of photonic dimers, and discuss 

a possible realization ofa photonic-dimer laser -- a new type of quantum photonic light 

source outputting a coherent state of dimers. Possible photonic phase transitions in a 

many-photon system and the formation of quantum photonic fluid are also speculated. 
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